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Introduction

Generic problem in QCD:
Resummation for processes with >1 scales

Interplay of soft and collinear emissions
 Sudakov double logarithms

Jet physics: MX
2 « Q2

Soft:Soft: low momentum pμ 0

Collinear:Collinear: p || pX with p2 0

Examples: DIS, fragmentation, Drell-Yan, Higgs
production, event shapes, inclusive B decays, …

MX
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Introduction

Will discuss two applications of momentum-space
resummation technique

Much simpler than conventional approach

More transparent (EFT, scale separation)

No spurious Landau-pole singularities

Straightforward matching with fixed-order pQCD
calculations (important)

In these examples, new approach is an advance
over existing schemes (rare in SCET…)

[T. Becher, MN (2006)]

-> see talk by T. Becher
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Introduction

Traditionally, resummation is performed in
Mellin moment space

Scale separation is obscure (integrals over
running couplings down to zero momentum)

Landau poles (in Sudakov exponent and Mellin
inversion)

Non-trivial matching with fixed-order calculations
in momentum space
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Introduction

Typical resummed Sudakov exponent:

Integrals run over Landau pole in running coupling:
ambiguity ~( /MX)2 for DIS, ~ /MX for Drell-Yan

Not a factorization formula!
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Introduction: Our approach

Start from factorization formula (can be derived
using SCET or other EFT)
Important: objects in factorization formula defined in
terms of field-theoretic objects 

 RGEs, well-defined anomalous dimensions,
consistent matching, etc.
Solve RGEs using technique based on Laplace
transforms (avoid moment space!)
Match onto fixed-order calculations
Approach first developed for B physics, later applied
to other hard QCD processes

-> see talks by T. Becher and B. Pecjak for applications to DIS
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Heavy-quark fragmentation
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Relation with DIS

DIS Fragmentation

Jet

g*, Z

H

Jet
g*, Z

H

Related by crossing, very similar kinematics,
almost identical factorization formula

x=-q2/2p·q x=2p·q/q2

-> see talk by B. Pecjak ->  this talk
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Factorization analysis for x 1

Momentum regions:

l ~ mQ/Q for heavy quark
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Factorization analysis for x 1

QCD factorization formulae:

Same jet function, same hard matching coefficient
(evaluated at time-like vs. space-like momentum
transfer)

[Sterman (1987); Catani, Trentadue (1989); Korchemsky, Marchesini (1992);
Mele, Nason (1991); Cacciari, Catani (2001)]
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Factorization for x 1 in SCET

Wilson coefficient of SCET vector current
extracted from bare, on-shell QCD form
factor (matching to SCET converts IR poles
into UV poles):

Result known to 2-loop order
(anomalous dimension to 3 loops)

UV renormalization factor

[T. Becher, MN (2006)]
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Factorization for x 1 in SCET

SCET jet function = QCD quark propagator in
light-cone gauge, known to two loops

[T. Becher, MN (2006)]
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Evolution of the hard function

RG functions:
Sudakov exponent

Anomalous exponent

Functions of running
couplings s(μ), s( )

RG equation:

Exact solution:
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Evolution of the jet function

Integro-differential evolution equation:

Exact solution Exact solution (via Laplace transformation):

with:

[Becher, MN (2006)]
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Resummed cross section

In complete analogy to DIS, obtain after RG
resummation:

-> see talk by T. Becher for definitions of RG functions
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Factorization for x 1 in EFT

Integrate out hardhard and hard-collinearhard-collinear modes
in two matching steps:

Q2

MX
2  Q2 (1-x)

QCD
2

SCET(hc,c,s)  SCET(c,s)

QCD  SCET(hc,c,s)

Wilson coefficients:

CV(Q2,μ)

J(p2,μ)

(vector current matching)

(jet function)

Low-energy matrix element = fq/H or Dq/H 
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Heavy-quark fragmentation

Integrate out hardhard, hard-collinearhard-collinear, and heavy- heavy-
quarkquark modes in three matching steps:

Q2

MX
2  Q2 (1-x) SCET(hc,c,s)  SCET(c,s)

QCD  SCET(hc,c,s)

Wilson coefficients:

CV(Q2,μ)

J(p2,μ)

(vector current matching)

(jet function)

Low-energy matrix element = SQ/H mQ
2(1-x)2 ~ QCD

2

mQ
2 QCD  HQET CQ(mQ,μ)

[Jaffe, Randall (1994)]
Similar to B®Xsg in shape-function region
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Heavy-quark fragmentation:

Variation I

Integrate out hardhard, hard-collinearhard-collinear, and heavy- heavy-
quarkquark modes in three matching steps:

Q2

MX
2  Q2 (1-x) SCET(hc,c,s)  SCET(c,s)

QCD  SCET(hc,c,s)

Wilson coefficients:

CV(Q2,μ)

J(p2,μ)

(vector current matching)

(jet function)

Hadronic effects described in
terms of local HQET operators

mQ
2(1-x)2

mQ
2 QCD  HQET CQ(mQ,μ)

QCD
2

Similar to B®Xsg in MSOPE region
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Heavy-quark fragmentation:

Variation II

Integrate out hardhard and hard-collinearhard-collinear modes
in two matching steps:

New jet function

Q2

MX
2  Q2 (1-x)
~ mQ

2
SCET(hc,c,s)  HQET

QCD  SCET(hc,c,s)

Wilson coefficients:

CV(Q2,μ)

Jm(p2,μ)

(vector current matching)

(new jet function)

mQ
2(1-x)2 ~ QCD

2 Low-energy matrix element = SQ/H 
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Factorization of the
fragmentation function
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I. Decoupling of QQ pairs

Generic form of differential cross section for
e+e-®V®H+X is (with x=2EH/Ös):

Possibilities: a=Q, g, q, q, Q
All except a=Q involve pair production of
heavy quarks

Cross section for producing
massless parton a with energy

fraction z

Probability for massless
parton a to fragment into 

heavy hadron H
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I. Decoupling of QQ pairs

Integrate out heavy-quark pairs (real and(real and
virtual)virtual) by matching (nl+1)-flavor QCD onto
nl-flavor QCD:

   along with:
Single fragmentation function

in “quenched QCD”
Conversion of parton a

into heavy quark Q
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I. Decoupling of QQ pairs

Matching reveals interesting subtlety:

   with:

Generates large log in matching condition!

[obtained using: Melnikov, Mitov (2004)]
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I. Decoupling of QQ pairs

Soft dynamics in heavy hadron implies that
soft fragmentation function peaks at

Appears to implies that DQ/H
(nl+1)(x,m)

contains IR terms ln(1-x) ~ ln( QCD/mQ) not
present in DQ/H

(nl)(x,m)

1-xpeak~ QCD/mQ

?!?
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I. Decoupling of QQ pairs

Wrong interpretation!Wrong interpretation!
Large logs have UV origin and are needed to
convert as(m) in expression for hard cross
section from (nl+1)-flavor to nl-flavor theory
Define:

Fragmentation function
in “quenched QCD”
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II. Matching onto HQET

Fragmentation function in “quenched QCD”
can be matched (locally!) onto HQET:

where:

Matching coefficient can be extracted by
computing “partonic” expressions for the
fragmentation functions in the two theories
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II. Matching onto HQET

Definitions:

Can be related to (restricted) discontinuities
of two-point functions

[Jaffe, Randall (1994)]

[Collins, Soper (1982)]
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II. Matching onto HQET

Wilson loop analysis shows that “partonic”
expression for HQET fragmentation function
SQ/H(w,m) coincides with “partonic”
expression for shape function S(-w,m) to all
orders in perturbation theory:

[also noted in: Gardi (2005)]
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II. Matching onto HQET

Two-loop expression for DQ/H
PT(x,m) known

Two-loop expression for SQ/H
PT(w,m)

obtained from two-loop “partonic” shape
function

Resulting Wilson coefficient, with L=ln(m/mQ):

[T. Becher, MN (2005)]

[Melnikov, Mitov (2004)]
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II. Matching onto HQET

With:
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III. Evolution and resummation

HQET fragmentation function obeys same
evolution equation as shape function

Exact solution: [S. Bosch, B. Lange, MN, G. Paz et al. (2004)]
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III. Evolution and resummation

Using these results, one obtains an explicit,
exact RG-improved expression for the
differential e+e-®H+X cross section (for x®1)
directly in momentum space

As always in our scheme, matching onto
fixed-order expressions valid away from the
endpoint is straightforward

Numerical results to follow …
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Resummation of dynamical
thresholds in Drell-Yan

production
[with T. Becher, G. Xu (in prep.)]
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Differential cross section

Study N1+N2®g*®l+l-+X and measure
invariant mass M and rapidity Y of lepton pair

pQCD formula (known at NNLO):

   with:  t=M2/s ,      z=M2/s=t/(x1x2)Î[0,1] ^

[Anastasiou, Dixon, Melnikov, Petriello (2003)]
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Differential cross section

NLO kernels:
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True threshold region

Threshold region:

Factorization formula (derivable in SCET):

with x1x2 t
Generalization to rapidity distribution easy, since
Y=1/2 ln(x1/x2) at leading power in (1-z)

 t=M2/s®1, which implies:  z=t/(x1x2)®1 

Time-like Wilson loop
(analog of DIS jet function)
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True threshold region

Resummation in moment space:

   with (complex!) moments:

[Bolzoni, hep-ph/0609073]

Mellin inversion obviously challenging!
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True threshold region

Traditional resummation, using y(parton)=0 to
leading power:

exhibits usual problems

However, all this is meaningless!
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“Dynamical thresholds”

In practice, we are not interested in the
region where M2/s®1 !

Has been argued that, for steeply fallings
PDFs, cross section receives dominant
contributions from region where z®1, even
though x1,2 not near 1 (even very small)

In fact, we find that leading terms for z®1
reproduce about 95% of NLO correction for
Ös=40 GeV and M=8 GeV

[Catani et al.]
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“Dynamical thresholds”

For x1,2 not close to 1, distribution of parton
variables is sensitive to subleading terms in
(1-z):

Deviations from Born values are O(1-z), but
needed to provide dynamical suppression!
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“Blind resummation”

People have ignored these subtleties and
“blindly” applied moment-space results away
from true threshold region

Matching to fixed-order result done
numerically:

Fact that N®¥ forces x1,2®1 was ignored
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“Blind resummation”

[Bolzoni, hep-ph/0609073]

Very large effect - strange!
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Careful matching with pQCD

EFT factorization consistent with pQCD
results:

Capability to match analytically with fixed-
order result crucial!
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Resummation in EFT

Applying momentum-space resummation
technique, we get:

-> see talk by T. Becher for definitions of RG functions

Numerical results to follow …
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Conclusions

Methods from effective field theory provide powerful,
efficient tools to study factorization and resummation
in many hard QCD processes

Have resummed Sudakov logarithms directly in
momentum space by solving RGEs in EFT

Results agree with traditional approach at every
fixed order in perturbation theory, but are free of
spurious Landau-pole singularities

Easier to match with FOPT results for differential
cross sections away from threshold region


